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President's Letter

Welcome to the first edition of Coast Central's new eNewsletter! As we begin
to celebrate our 65th year of serving all the financial needs of our
membership, we decided that we wanted to create a stronger connection
between Coast Central and our community. We are excited to enhance
communication with our members, delivering our most current news monthly;
on new promotions, events, and services. 

Our new eNewsletter will not replace our current printed newsletter- the
"Coastline Quarterly." We simply have so many exciting things going on at
the Credit Union that we want to keep in touch with our members on a more
regular basis!

As we head into the spring, there is a lot going on here at the credit union
and in our community. Stay tuned for special events like Credit Union Youth
Week, Coast Central night at the Crabs game, and more! Also, check out our
new promotional 2.65% Savings Certificate, a special member benefit
celebrating our 65th anniversary.  Coast Central is committed to serving our
membership by clearly communicating relevant news and information on our
services and community-based activities. We hope you enjoy our new publication.

Dean G. Christensen
President / CEO 
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Don’t Overextend Yourself When Buying a Home
How to avoid this and other similar mistakes

When you are at the point in your life when you are ready to buy a house, it can be a very exciting time. However,
it’s important not to pursue a property without knowing what you can afford and what will be the best investment
for you in the long run. Before you start your home search, be aware of these common mistakes that could cause
you to buy beyond your means. 

 

Assuming
 
You know what happens when you
assume, right? Yes, assumptions are
dangerous at any time, but especially so
during the home-buying process. You
need to base all plans and details off of
hard facts, never “best guesses.” 

 

The online calculators offered online are
nothing more than estimates, so they
are to be used only as a guide.
Individuals’ credit scores and
debt-to-income ratios play a big part in
what you will be paying. 

 

That being said, it’s best to meet with a
lender prior to engaging in any activity. 

 

“The idea is to find out how much you
can afford to borrow. Once you know
how much you have to work with, then
and only then should you start your
house hunt,” said Than Merrill of
FortuneBuilders, one of the premier real
estate education companies in the
country. “It is important to work within the confines of your loan.”

 

Forgetting about additional costs
 
Purchasing property is as complicated as it is exciting. Do your homework and be aware of the other costs
associated with buying a home. There are interest rates, closing costs, property taxes, insurance premiums and
HOA fees to consider, and that’s just the tip of the iceberg.

 
Not protecting your investment
 

“Upon searching for the perfect property, it is not uncommon to become infatuated with a home. However, it is
important not to make any rash decisions before you view the property in a more detailed light,” Merrill said. “What
was originally a great-looking property may be nothing more than a money pit once you really get down to it.
Essentially, you can’t know what you are getting into until you really get a feel for the property.”

 







Home inspections can help you with that. The inspector will be able to find problems that you can’t and that the
seller may not disclose. You’ll want to know these problems before you sign on the dotted line and inherit what
are essentially hidden “fees.” 

 

Contingency clauses are another form of protection. A mortgage with this addendum protects you if, for example,
the appraisal price comes in over the purchase price. If this were to occur, the buyer could get back the down
payment and start his home search over; however, without the clause, the buyer would still be obligated to buy the
house that he now can’t afford.

 

Underestimating rehabs
 
Along the same lines, get hard numbers when it comes to any renovations you may want for the home. Add this
to the price of the home that you have your eye on and make sure that number is still on budget. Never look at
something as an easy fix; in fact, it may be beneficial to overestimate rehab costs for the sake of your bottom line. 

 

All of the above can be avoided by simply having your finances in order. If you stay organized, plan ahead and
remember your bottom line, you’ll be off to a good start.
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IRAs and Debt
Should you use your IRA to pay off debt?

Saving for retirement can be overwhelming, and paying down debt is certainly no less daunting. The two can
become even more confusing if they are intertwined. Many people who have retirement savings and debt wonder
if they should prioritize paying off debt over saving for retirement. The following information can help you
determine if you should consider using your IRA to pay off debt. 

 

The media has gone debt crazy in the
past few years. Whether it is due to the
continuous rise of tuition costs and
student debt or leftover fear from the
financial crisis, debt is always making
headlines. This could lead you to believe
that you have to pay down all of your
debt as fast as possible, no matter how
you do it, but that is not the case. It is
important to consider the consequences
of using your retirement accounts to pay
down debt before making any
withdrawals. 

 

If you have money in an IRA, then you
may be wondering if being debt free is
worth dipping into your account.
Because there are more penalties
associated with traditional IRAs
compared to Roth IRAs, it is more
common for people with Roth IRAs to
want to use money from their accounts
to pay off debt. No matter which type of
IRA you have, however, you should only
withdraw from it as a last resort. 

 

First, although there are a few exceptions, you will have to pay a 10 percent tax penalty if you withdraw from your
traditional IRA before you are 59 ½ years old. Furthermore, you will have to report the money you withdrew as
taxable income. This could have the unwanted consequence of raising you into the next tax bracket, which could
be costly. 

 

If you have a Roth IRA, you would not be required to pay a penalty for a withdrawal of your contributions because
you already paid taxes on them. If you withdraw the earnings of your contributions before age 59 ½, however, you
will be charged income taxes and a 10 percent penalty. 

 

If you only plan to withdraw the contributions and not the earnings of a Roth IRA, it can be a tempting solution for
paying down debt. It is especially tempting if you are battling high-interest credit card debt. Regardless, most
experts agree that the money in your Roth IRA is more valuable to you if left there in order to provide you with
flexibility in retirement. 

 

“Roths aren’t subject to required minimum withdrawal rules after age 70 1/2, like traditional IRAs,” according to the
“Ask the Expert” column from Time.com. “That means you can pull out a large sum for a health emergency in
retirement without worrying about taxes. And if stock prices plummet, you won’t be forced to make withdrawals at
a market bottom.”

 







These benefits are extremely valuable and likely can't compare with the benefits of paying down your debt if you
can find other ways to come up with the money. If you cut down on expenses to raise the cash you need, you
won't be creating long-term ramifications to your retirement. If you are tempted, it is important to keep in mind how
you will be able to use the funds when you retire.

 

“In addition, money you take out of an IRA cannot be replaced, since you would still be restricted to yearly
contribution limits for future contributions,” according to CNN Money. “So even if you withdraw only a small
amount, factor in the years of compounding interest you would be forgoing, and that small withdrawal could end
up costing you a small fortune in your golden years.”

 

If you are struggling to pay down debt, your financial institution is your best resource for coming up with a plan
that works for you and your budget.
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The Role of Small Business in the Economy
Small businesses support and grow the economy

If you are employed by a small business, are a small business owner yourself, or are an aspiring entrepreneur,
you have a lot to be proud of. Small businesses play an important role in supporting the economy and helping it
grow. Here are some of the reasons why they are so vital to the economy.

 

Politicians frequently describe small
businesses as the backbone of the
economy. There is one main reason why
they have earned that reputation, and
that is due to their role as job creators. 

 

“Although just 21.5 percent of all small
businesses are employers, almost half
of the nation's private sector workforce
(49.2 percent) is employed by small
business--that's 120 million people!”
states Jared Hecht on Inc.com. “And
since 1995, small businesses have been
responsible for creating two out of every
three--or 64 percent-- of net new jobs in
our country.”

 

When new jobs are created, payroll
dollars are pumped into the workforce.
Those workers then spend money,
further strengthening the economy
through consumer spending.
Furthermore, job creation boosts income
tax and payroll tax, helping the
government improve its own financial
standing.

 

Small businesses aren’t just creating jobs, they are leading the way in the effort to bring innovative ideas and
products to market. Furthermore, they also excel in the technology sector. 

 

The United States Small Business Administration (SBA) sought to analyze innovation by conducting a study that
examined firms that received 15 or more patents over the course of four years. These were named “high
patenting firms.” The results of the study showed that small businesses were responsible for creating 16 times
more patents per employee than the larger firms in the study. 

 

“Considering that small businesses account for 43 percent of high tech employment, it's not surprising to note that
tech startups account for a significant portion of that innovation,” states Hecht.

 

It is not only the owners and employees of small businesses that are making strides to better the economy.
Consumers who interact with small businesses also do their part.

 

“When consumers patronize local small businesses, they are essentially giving money back to their local
community,” states J. Mariah Brown of  Demand Media. “A thriving local business will generate high levels of
revenue, which means that the business will pay higher taxes, including local taxes. This money is then used for







local police and fire departments as well as schools.”

 

There are also small business benefits that don’t necessarily transfer into statistics. Benefits such as possibly
improving a town’s reputation, attracting homebuyers and a more personable hiring process.

 

Although these benefits are hard to measure, it is easy to see that small businesses truly do form an important
support structure for the economy.
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Member Events Calendar

Join us for upcoming Credit Union and community events!

April 20-24- Credit Union Youth Week
April 22- Pre-Qualification Real Estate Seminar with Ming Tree
Realtors. 6:30pm, McKinleyville Central Lobby
April 25- Rhododendron Parade
April 29- Pre-Qualification Real Estate Seminar with Ming Tree Realty.
6:30pm, Arcata Uniontown Lobby
May 6th- “The Return to Conservative Investing” seminar with featured
speaker Anne Sinno. 6:30 pm, McKinleyville Central Lobby
May 7th- “The Return to Conservative Investing” seminar with featured
speaker Anne Sinno. 6:30 pm, Harrison Lobby
May 15th- Shred Day. 10am-2pm, McKinleyville Central
May 16th- Pre-Qualification Real Estate Seminar with Ming Tree
Realty.  11am and 2pm, Ming Tree offices 509 J Street, Eureka.
May 20- “Protecting You Online Identity” an information Systems
seminar with featured speaker Ed Christians. 6pm, Harrison Lobby
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How to Stop Procrastinating
Ways to avoid putting things off and to be more productive

Procrastination happens to the best of us. Whether it’s postponing the reorganization of your closet, an
assignment at work, or refinancing your home, we’ve all delayed projects that we didn’t want to do at a certain
point in time. But procrastination only temporarily makes you feel better.

“Putting off the dreaded item on your list saps your strength,” explains Eva Wisnik, who provides
time-management training for lawyers and corporations in New York City. “Checking it off will make you feel
super-productive.”

Try one of these get-things-done tips
today:

Avoid distractions 
Most of the time, the reason we
procrastinate is because there’s
something else we’d rather do —
whether it’s play the game from the new
app you just downloaded, watch TV, call
a friend, or browse Facebook. Find out
what’s diverting your attention from the
task at hand, and then get rid of it. So
for example, put your phone in a drawer,
unplug the TV or block entertaining
websites. With distractions in your
reach, you’re more likely to be tempted
to pursue them. But once they’re out of
sight, they’re also out of mind, and it
will free you up to achieve what needs to
be done.

Shrink the task
Sometimes, people procrastinate
because they’re overwhelmed by how
much needs to get done. Decrease
some of that pressure by making the
task at hand smaller. For example, if you
need to clean three bathrooms in your
home, narrow it down to just one and see how you feel. Or, if you have to organize eight boxes, do three. Once
you start and see how good it makes you feel, you’ll likely want to do more.

Regroup in the middle of the day 

If you know you’re a procrastinator, make sure to check in with yourself — especially if it feels like your morning
has flown by without accomplishing much.

“At 2 p.m. every day, assess how much you’ve accomplished, remind yourself of what’s critical, and alter your
plan so you can tackle the most important thing,” says Wisnik. This will help you ensure you have enough time to
complete the things that need to get done. “If you wait until 5 p.m. to evaluate your day, you’re out of time — and
in crisis mode, putting out fires.”

Make a date 
With yourself, that is! It may sound strange, but pencil in what you need to do on your calendar or plug it into your
smartphone. And treat this designated time slot as you would any other appointment. For instance, don’t schedule
conflicting activities and don’t be late. Setting an appointment with yourself will hold you more accountable and
help you avoid procrastinating. Think of it this way: You wouldn’t blow off a friend’s plans or a boss’s meeting if
you had a scheduled meeting with them, would you?

Work in 10-minute intervals
Ten minutes. That’s it! Set a timer for a short amount of time where you do what needs to be done and nothing
else.











“Anyone can do 10 measly minutes,” says Debbie Mandel, a stress-management specialist in New York City and
the author of “Addicted to Stress: A Woman’s 7-Step Program to Reclaim Joy and Spontaneity in Life.” “You may
get engrossed and end up working even longer.” That’s because the satisfaction you’ll feel from accomplishing
your job within that short time period will trump the negative outlook you had before.

Your time is valuable, so take the advice of the experts and you’ll see your productivity boom.
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Green Spring Cleaning Tips
Spruce up your home in an eco-friendly way

It’s that time of year again…everyone is busting out their cleaning supplies and partaking in the springtime spruce
up. Rather than spending a bunch of time and money on materials and methods that harm the world around us,
utilize these tips to be more environmentally-conscious and even improve your environment. 

 

Dusting
 

One simple suggestion is the tip that
keeps on tipping — use vinegar.
Vinegar is the primary green cleaning
solution for multiple uses. Mix as few
tablespoons of vinegar in a bowl of
water, soak a dishrag, wring it out and
go to town on any surface. The solution
not only cleans off present dust, but also
sticks around to help repel future dust. 

 

Carpet cleaning
 

Use the same ingredients in a steam
cleaner (a borrowed one, if you want to
save money) to deep clean your rugs.
Fill the compartment with equal parts
water and vinegar, then use the cleaner
as directed and rinse with plain water.
Don’t worry about the vinegar smell, it
disappears as the carpet dries. 

 

Bathrooms
 

Save money by purchasing borax at the supermarket instead of the multitude of commercial cleaners out there.
Mix it with water and lemon juice and then start cleaning. But you’ll have to be more patient — because although it
is more healthful, it doesn’t cut through the grit as quickly as typical cleaners with chemicals, but eventually the job
is done just as well. 

 

Freezers
 

Don’t forget about ridding your refrigerator of those stinky old leftovers. While you’re at it, do the freezer, too. To
avoid the freezer’s contents thawing out and going bad while you are cleaning, simply remember to plan ahead.
Take an inventory of what’s in your freezer and list out a weekly menu utilizing the frozen food. Then clean out the
fridge/freezer with the same solution you used to dust. Once your spring cleaning is done, go shopping for fresh
food to refill your appliance.

 

Tapestries and bedding
 

Remove your curtains and strip the beds, then wash them on delicate with an eco-friendly, high-efficiency (or











“honest”) detergent. Afterward, take advantage of that springtime weather and hang them outdoors to dry. 

 

Air filters
 

Install a living air filter in the form of houseplants. Not only do they add decor to your home, they also efficiently
clean the interior air. To properly clean your home’s air, the recommended number of plants is between 15-18
Spider plants, English ivy, rubber plants or peace lilies (in a 6-8-inch diameter container) for an 1,800-square-foot
home. That might sound like a lot, but you can be creative with arrangements and also place more in rooms
where you spend the most time. 

 

Recycle clutter
 

If you have extra items that you no longer use, or clothes that don’t fit, for example, put them aside for a yard sale
or box them up for Goodwill or the Salvation Army. You can also list things on Craigslist or other social media for
sale or giveaway. 

 

If you have clothing items that are a little more-than-gently used, turn them into rags for dusting. This is much
more eco-friendly than wasting single-use paper towels for cleaning. 

 

Remember that these tips apply any time of year, not just in the springtime. Use these suggestions and start
living more closely to nature all year round. 
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Unique Vehicles from Mainstream Manufacturers
If you want to stand out, here are a few vehicles you’ll want to see

There are many choices for you to consider when you’re looking for a new vehicle, but if you want to stand out
from the crowd, that number shrinks dramatically. While most vehicles follow a cookie cutter mold, and fit in with
the crowd, there are still a handful of
vehicles that do things their own way.
Here are a few to consider.

smart fortwo – Engineered with
Mercedes-Benz, the smart fortwo is a
small car with excellent gas mileage and
a small carbon footprint. Starting at an
MSRP of $13,270 for the aptly named
“fortwo,” you’re sure to turn plenty of
heads, and field even more questions.
The fortwo is 85 percent recyclable and
can achieve as much as 38 mpg
highway. Unique colors and plenty of
features make this model as fun as it is
practical. And even though it’s minute,
that doesn’t mean it’s not safe. As a
matter of fact, the fortwo comes
standard with eight airbags, electronic
stability program and a patented tridion
safety cell that’s modeled after a racecar
roll cage, keeping you as safe as possible.
 

Ford Flex - If hauling people is a
priority, but you’re just not ready to go
the minivan route, the Ford Flex is a
great choice. Part SUV, part station
wagon and part spaceship, the seven-passenger Flex starts at an MSRP of $29,100 and is available in three trim
levels, SE, SEL and Limited. There are two engines to choose from, one of them being a turbocharged 3.5-liter
EcoBoost V6 that gets up to 365 hp and 350 lb/ft of torque, while still managing up to 23 mpg highway. There is
an excellent 155.8 cubic feet of passenger volume and up to 83.2 cubic feet of cargo capacity, too. In addition to
its bold design, standout features include available ambient lighting, a refrigerated console that can hold up to
seven 12-ounce cans or four half-liter bottles around 40 degrees, a 12-speaker Sony audio system and power
liftgate. Edmunds added that, “The 2015 Ford Flex offers a combination of space, versatility, features and solid
driving dynamics that makes it a top choice among larger crossovers.”
 

Cadillac ELR - If you’re looking for a luxury car that won’t blend in, the ELR may be what you’re looking for. The
ELR is labeled an extended range electric vehicle, which means you get the best of both a gas powered and an
electric powered vehicle. With a 37-mile range of electric driving, the ELR can go over an additional 300 miles
with its gas-powered engine. And we’re not talking about some wimpy engine either, with total system output of
162 hp and a thunderous 295 lb/ft of torque, the ELR can shoot to 60 mph in a tick over 7 1/2 seconds.

“Cadillac’s new 2014 ELR looks astonishing,” according to Car and Driver magazine. “Low, chiseled, aggressive,
provocative, and uncompromised by any concession to practicality, it seems to have been time-warped out of
some Gene Roddenberry–spec, 23rd-century future onto today’s roads.” 

There are some other interesting models to check out including the Nissan Juke, Audi TT, Subaru XC Crosstrek
and the Toyota FJ Cruiser. Whatever you choose, be sure to stop by to see the financing options we can offer you.
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